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Abstract

based on the idea of representing the FOE as a 2-D
region instead of a point. The new aspect, however, is
that this method does not rely on the evaluation of individual FOE points, but always considers compatible
regions of translation and rotation parameters.

We investigate the problem of estimating the camera
motion parameters from a 2 - 0 image sequence that has
been obtained under combined 3 - 0 camera translation
and rotation. Geometrical constraints in 2 - 0 are used
t o iteratively narrow down regions of possible values in
the space of 3-0 motion parameters. The approach is
based on a new concept called “FOE-feasibility” of an
image region, for which an efficient algorithm has been
implemented. Results are shown on real images.
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2.1

Pure Translation

When the camera undergoes pure translation, each
displacement vector di = ( x i , x i )lies on a ray that
passes through the FOE x f , a property we refer to as
radial :

Introduction

The problem of determining the motion parameters
of a moving camera relative to its environment from a
sequence of images is important for the application of
computer vision to mobile robots. 2-D image motion
is measured as a set of displacement vectors between
corresponding feature points in successive frames.

R a d i a l ( d i , x f )U xi - x i = X i ( x i - x f ) ,

(1)

where X i is a scalar. Similarly, a displacement vector field D is called radial with respect to x f when
Radial(di,xf) is true for all its displacement vectors,
i.e., R a d i a l ( D , x f ) R a d i a l ( d i , x f ),VdiED.

Under pure translation, the direction of heading in
3-D is found at the “focus of expansion” (FOE), which
is the image location where all displacement vectors
intersect, i.e., image features corresponding to the stationary points in the scene seem to “expand” radially
from the FOE under forward translation. This strong
geometric constraint allows to compute the camera
motion directly in 2-D, i.e., without computing the 3-D
scene structure at the same time [l,2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 121.
Unfortunately, comphting the preczse location of the
FOE is a difficult problem in real image sequences, due
to the effects of camera rotations, noisy displacement
vectors, and spatial discretization errors [3, 41.

2.2

Pure Rotation

Arbitrary camera rotation can be described by a
sequence of rotations about the X , Y ,and 2 axes, but
in the case of a land vehicle the rotation about the Zaxis can be ignored. A camera rotation w = (d,O)T
moves an image point x = ( 2 ,Y ) along
~
a hyperbolic
path [5] to a new location x’ = p ( x , w ) , where
P(XIW)

One solution to this problem is the Fuzzy FOE approach described in [3], where a connected regzon of
possible FOE locations is computed instead of a single FOE point. However, the Fuzzy FOE region is
“grown” by sampling and evaluating individual FOE
locations and computing the corresponding rotation
parameters. The approach we present here is also
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Since the effects of a camera rotation are independent
of the depth of the observed points, the image effects
caused by rotation can be removed (if the rotation
angles are known) by “derotating” each displacement
vector di = ( x i ,x : ) :
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Similarly, the entire displacement vector field D =
{ dl,d2,. . . , dN} is derotated by

D

-

D = p-’ ( D , w )= {di,d 2 , . . . , djv}

(4)

Assuming that a displacement vector di = (xi,
xi)
is the result of camera rotations only (i.e., no translation), the corresponding rotation vector w is unique:
w = w ( X i xi)
, =

w ( X ip(xi,
,
w ) ).

(5)

Details regarding the function 6 can be found in [3].

2.3

Mixed Motion

The motion of the camera is, in general, a combination of translation and rotation. Consequently,
the image effects of the pure motion components combine as well. The problem of locating the FOE in
a displacement field D created by combined camera
motion can thus be stated as: “find an image location x j and the corresponding rotations w , such that
Radial(p-’ ( D , w ),xj)”.

3

Figure 1: The observed displacement vector field D
consists of three vectors dl,d2,ds,where di = (xi,xi).
D is caused by camera translation (towards x j ) and
rotations by 4 = 8 = 1’. D is 5’-radial with respect
to the image region S , because all its vectors intersect
S , although the true FOE ( x j ) is located outside of S.
dr = (xi,x r ) are the displacement vectors due to the
translation only.

FOE-Feasibility

Under the given assumptions (i.e., restricted rotation,
stationary environment), FOE-feasible ( D , S ) is always true if the region S contains the true FOE xj:

At this point, we introduce a weaker condition than
(1) by requiring that the displacement vectors caused
by translation need only intersect a common region instead of a common point. Given a convex image region
S and a displacement vector field D , the new relation
5’-Radial(D,S ) holds if all displacement vectors in D
intersect the region S :

xj

ES

j

FOE-feasible ( D ,S )

(8)

The inverse, however, does not hold in general, i.e.,
FOE-feasible(D,S)
XJ E S (as demonstrated in
Figure 1). Thus, finding the FOE by successively reducing the size of the region S is not a useful strategy.
However, if we can show that a given region is not
FOE-feasible, then, following (8), S cannot possibly
contain the FOE.

+

An example is shown in Figure 1. It contains three
observed displacement vectors D = {dl,d2,d3}, di =
(xi,xi), the translational displacement components
D+ = {df,dt,di},
:d = ( x i , x f ) , the true FOE XI,
and a convex region S . The camera rotation performed
between D and D+ is C$ = 0 = l o . The focal length is
equivalent to the length of the image diagonal, which
corresponds to what is considered a standard lens in
photographic imaging. Since all three vectors di interS-Radial(D,s)holds.
sect the region

3.1

Regions of Motion Parameters

If a given region S is FOE-feasible with respect to a
displacement vector field D , then every displacement
vector d;E D,after being derotated by some rotation
vector w = (q5,8)T (3), must intersect with S .

s,

In general, there is not only a single pair of rotation
angles C$ and 0 that would make a displacement vector di = (xi, xi) intersect the given region S, but an
infinite set of possible value pairs. As shown in Figure 2, any derotation is legal that moves the endpoint
x: of the displacement vector into a sector Ri that is
bounded by the two tangents of the region S passing
though xi. We denote the set of possible derotation

We also define the new relation FOE-feasible(D, S ) ,
which hold if camera rotations w exist which, when
applied to D , would make all displacement vectors intersect with 5’:

FOE-feasible(D,S )
(7)
3w, 5’-Radial(p-’(D,w) , S )
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.

i = 1 . . . N ( N being the number of displacement vectors), the current range of possible rotations is intersected with the possible range of rotations for the displacement vector da, i.e.,

possible
derorarions

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . .

di)e R(2-l) n R (di, S) ,

. .

(11)

where the initial range d o covers
)
the maximum camera rotations] and R(N) = R ( D ,

s).

observed
displacement
vecror

Algorithm FOE-Feasible ( D , S ) :

X,

S is the potential FOE region. D = {dl, . . . , d N }
is the displacement vector field. Q(O) is the region
covering the maximum possible camera rotations.

bt

1. R t n(O)
2. for i = 1 to N do :
S

R Constrain-Rotations ( S ,di, R)
if R is nil, exit
end for
3. If R is nil, the region S is not FOE-feasible.
Otherwise R is the region of possible camera rotations for the FOE-region S.Return R.

Figure 2: Forcing a single displacement vector to intersect a given image region S.Given a potential FOE
region S (which is assumed to contain the true FOE)
and a single displacement vector di, any derotation
that moves the endpoint XI into the sector Ri, defined
by the tangents ai and b i , makes di radial with respect
to S.In general, the set of possible rotation angles is
infinite.
angles for di with respect to S as

0

The key procedure in this algorithm (in Step 2) is defined as follows:

Algorithm Constrain-Rotations (S,di, R(2-l)):

R (di, S ) , where (for

S is the potential FOE region; di = (xi,xI) is the
current displacement vector; fdi-’)
= (w1, . . . , wlc)
is the current rotation polygon.
1. R(”’) = ( ~ 1 , .. . , w k ) is mapped to the image
space by applying p (2) to each of the vertices w j :
R(i-l) H Wi = ( ( 1 , . . . ,&), where [ j = p(x;,wj).
The points ,$j form a polygon Wi = ((1, . . . ,&)
in the image space which approximates the region
of possible displacements caused by any rotation
wEf12(i-l).
2. The polygon Wi is clipped by each of the two halfplanes Ai and Bi formed by the tangents on S,
ai and b i , passing through xi. The result is a
new, possibly empty, polygon in the image domain:
= (ti,.. . , E ; ) = Wi
n Ai n Bi.
3. If W: is empty (1 = 0), then return nil.
Otherwise, the polygon W,! is transformed back to
the (d/O)-space to obtain
by applying the
function W (5) t o each of its vertices ti: W,! H
R(2) = ( U ; , . . . , U ; ) , where w i = w(x:,Ji).
4. Return R(i).

w’ € 7 2 2 ) :

R ( d i , S ) = {w’

I S-Radial(p-l(di,w’),S)}.(9)

In order t o instantiate the property FOE-feasable
( D , S ) , we need to find rotation angles R ( D I S ) that
make every displacement vector in D = {dl,. . . , d N }
intersect S. The set of possible derotation angles is
the intersection of the individual sets R(dil S),i.e.,

R(D,S)

R(dl,S)n...nR(dN,S) .

(10)

The set of possible rotation angles R(di, S ) corresponds t o a connected region in the two-dimensional
(q5/@)-space. The connectedness of this region follows
from the fact that the corresponding image displacement region Ri (Figure 2) is connected and the rotational mapping function p (2) is continuous.

3.2

w,!

FOE-Feasibility Algorithm

For computing R ( D , S),we represent the set of possible rotations by a convex polygon in @/&space,called
the rotation polygon. For a given displacement vector
field D , R ( D , S ) is obtained by iterating over the individual displacement vectors di. In each iteration

0

This process is illustrated in Figure 3). If no clipping occurs in Step 2 (in the image domain), then the
rotation polygon is unchanged, i.e., R(i) = R(i-l). No-
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Image Space

the number of vertices in the rotation polygon is usually much smaller than N and Constrain- Rotations
terminates as soon as the rotation polygon becomes
empty.

Rotation Space

4

Locating the FOE

The FOE-feasibility algorithm operates on a given
region S that is thought to contain the true FOE, but
provides no explicit information how S can be found.
As mentioned earlier, even if a region S tests FOEfeasible, the actual FOE may still be located outside
of S. On the other hand, S may test negative for one
of two reasons: (a) The region S does not contain the
true FOE. (b) The region S does contain the FOE, but
the displacement vectors are too noisy to make them
all intersect S for any camera rotation w .
While we are not concerned with the first cause here
(see [4] for a detailed discussion of separating stationary and moving objects), the other two cases are of
importance. The second case was the original reason
for using FOE-regions instead of points. As a consequence, it is not useful to choose a region S below a
certain size, because even if the true FOE were centered within S,the region would never become FOEfeasible.

Figure 3: Illustration of the Constrain-Rotations algorithm.
tice that the correspondence between the two polygons C2("') and Wi is exact at the vertex points, but
straight lines in rotation space generally do not map
to straight lines in image space [3, 51. The mapping is
exact under orthographic projection, which is equivalent to a perspective projection with an infinite focal
length. However, for a reasonable focal length (for f
greater than 0.5 times the image diameter, say) and
moderate rotation angles (less than * l o o ) , the above
approximation is sufficient under perspective projection. Of course, the polygonal approximation greatly
simplifies the problem of intersecting regions in the
image domain (Step 2).

Therefore, we can use the FOE-feasibility algorithm
for locating the FOE or, at least, for constraining the
possible location of the FOE. This could be done in
several different ways, including the following two basic strategies:

1. Start with a region S(O) of minimum size and enlarge it until FOE-feasible ( D ,dk))
becomes true.
In a typical motion sequence, the direction of camera heading (and thus the location of the FOE)
does not change dramatically between successive
frames. One way of choosing S(O) is therefore to
center S(O) at the FOE computed for the prior
frame pair.

For a given FOE-region S, the function ConslrainRotations is invoked in the FOE-Feasible algorithm at
most N times, N being the number of displacement
vectors in D . Constrain-Rotations itself consists of
mapping the rotation polygon to the image space and
back (Steps 1 and 3), which can be done in linear time
with respect to the number of polygon vertices that is
proportional to N in the worst case. For intersecting
the image polygon with the two half planes in Step
2, we used a variant of the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [7], which is also linear in the number of polygon
vertices. Thus, as a rough estimate, the worst-case
time complexity of FOE-Feasible is O ( N 2 ) ,although

2. Start with a region S large enough that it contains
the true FOE with certainty and shrink that region
until FOE-feasible ( D , S ) becomes false.
In both cases, the enlarging and shrinking operation, respectively, must maintain the convexity of S .
Probably the most effective strategy is a combined
search strategy that starts by growing a small seed
region, which is subsequently shrunk to constrain the
FOE. While S can, in principle, be any convex region,
we prefer certain simple shapes over completely arbitrary shapes because of simpler representation and easier computation of the tangents (performed in Step 2 of
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Figure 5: Probing FOE-feasibility over an array of circular FOE regions around the true FOE. The radius of
the regions is varied from 30 down to 12 pixels. Feasible regions are marked black; the true location of the
FOE is marked by a cross.

Figure 4: Displacement vectors between frames 1 and
6 of the “Rocket” sequence. The true FOE, computed
from ground truth data, is marked $. For this frame
pair, the ALV moves forward by 4.5 meters and simultaneously rotates about 2.7’ to the left.

arbitrarily small, because noise would not allow all displacement vectors to intersect that region, even when
centered at the true location of the FOE. The region
sizes used in Figure 5 approximately cover the practical range for the given displacement vector field. The
minimum size of any candidate region depends upon
the average length of the translational displacement
components (which depends on the amount of camera
translation and the distance of the observed points)
and the accuracy of the displacement measurements.

the Constrain-Rotations algorithm). Particularly simple region shapes are rectangles, circles, and ellipses,
but one may also consider a hexagonal partitioning of
regions.

5

= 15

Experiments on Real Data

To demonstrate the approach on real imagery, we
used the “Rocket” sequence (Figure 4) compiled by
Dutta et al. [6]. For this motion sequence, ground
truth information in the form of measured vehicle positions, object positions, and camera parameters is available. The displacement vectors shown in Figure 4 were
obtained manually but are inaccurate up to several
pixels.

Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of the rotation
polygon for the single feasible FOE-region of Figure
5d. The rotation polygon is successively constrained as
individual displacement vectors are processed. Starting out with a range of 510’ for each rotation axis,
the rotations are quickly constrained t o a very small
region.

Figure 5 shows the result of evaluating Foe-Feasible
on an array of circular FOE regions, with the displacement vectors shown in Figure 4. The figure illustrates the fact that the sensitivity of the geometric
constraints method increases when the size of the assumed FOE-region is reduced. A large FOE-region will
test positive (i.e., the resulting rotation polygon is nonempty) over a larger image area than a smaller FOEregion for the same displacement vector field. Above
a certain size, an FOE-region may test positive in all
parts of the image, regardless of the true FOE location.
At the other extreme, the FOE-region cannot be made

6

Conclusions

The main motivation for developing this approach
to camera motion estimation are the difficulties involved in locating the focus of expansion in real image
sequences. While the strong geometrical constraints
associated with the FOE make its concept attractive,
noise and feature location errors make it hard to deal
with in reality. The approach presented here relaxes
the FOE localization problem by using the notion of
regions in both the image space and the rotation space
for estimating the motion parameters. Polygons are
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used to represent the regions in both domains, which
offer a compact description and facilitate efficient processing methods.
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